A representation for the logarithmic derivative (/'//) of an entire function / of finite order, parametrically in terms of some zeros and critical points of /, is derived from the Hadamard representation and applied to Lucas' type theorems and to growth estimates of f'/f.
Introduction.
In a recent paper [l] we developed a new representation for the logarithmic derivative of an entire function / of finite order p. The representation features the use of some given zeros and critical points of / as parameters instead of the parameters occurring in the Hadamard representation.
Among the applications was the development of an analogue to Lucas' theorem that is valid for entire functions of finite order.
The present paper has as objectives: (A) to derive our representation directly from the Hadamard one ; (B) to show by example that our entire function analogue of Lucas' theorem is sharp ; (C) to propose the relation
as \z\ ->=o along a suitable path or sequence of points, and to state some conditions on the growth of the zeros of / sufficient to have relation (1.1) follow from our representation.
The representation.
This is embodied in the following theorem. 
We may rewrite (2.2) as
where (2.4) rf«) = *'(2) + e'(2)*(z),
Polynomial ¿(2) is of degree m+q -l ¿n -i. Since the ft are zeros of /', we obtain from (2.3)
Now, from the Lagrange interpolation formula we learn that giz) « _ gfo)
Since in (2.2) the series is uniformly and absolutely convergent on any compact set excluding the a¡, we may interchange the sums and write JgW=_ a j, fois*) r i | i n Substituting from (2.11) and (2.5) into (2.3), we obtain
which completes the proof of Theorem 2.
3. Sharpness of entire function analogue to Lucas' theorem. The
Lucas theorem referred to is the one which states that the zeros of the derivative of a polynomial / lie in the convex hull of the zeros of /.
The following analogous result had been deduced (see [l] ) from Theorem 1. The statement uses the notation &T for the complement [May of set P, 3CP for the (closed) convex hull of set T, and S7F for the set of points from which 3CT subtends an angle of at least y, 0<7 ^ir.
Theorem 2. // QX.T¿¿0 and a,ET for j>m and, when m>0, if also ajEQ&ßT for 0<j<m and 0<mß<tr, then f has at most n = m + [p] zerosin QSyTwherey = (w-mß)/(n + l).
Knowing Lucas' theorem to be sharp, we now show that similarly Theorem 2 is the best possible result at least in the case m = 0, p=[p]=n (an integer). In this case, Theorem 2 asserts that, if a,ET for all j, then at most n zeros off lie in CS7P with y =ir/(n + í).
Let us on the contrary assume that this property is valid for a smaller domain K contained in SyT, TEKE §>yT, 0<y<7t, and that I log *0) -log *ro(z) I g (l/n!)(Af 1 + Mi)e/2m for z E 8.
That is, the sequence {log "^"(z)} converges uniformly to log ^(z) on ô.
On the other hand, we learn from (3.2) that
Furthermore, we see that
it -h)"+1 it -¿2)"+I due to (3.1) and the expressions it -h)n+1 = pieiu, iÇ-t2)n+l = p2ei<-w+"\ That is to say, ^'(z) has a zero of multiplicity at least « + 1 at f. We now conclude from Hurwitz' theorem that for sufficiently large m all ^"(z) have at least w + 1 zeros (counted with multiplicity) in 5. The same is true of the first derivative of $m(z) where (3.5) log *"(*) = i-l)"n\dm log *m(z) and dm is the least common denominator of Vim and v2m.
However, from (3.4) and (3.5), we obtain the form For, given any v with /¿0<1, we can find m so that |öy| /|ay+i| <v for j>m and thus can choose a = v~112 and ß = v1'2.
